Essential Oil Fragrances | Innovative Technology

Made in the USA
SOLO

Do you want a discreet, effective and stylish fragrance diffuser? This is the best on the market for use in small spaces*.

Small is Big
A fragrance powerhouse capable of scenting up to 220 square feet, the Solo incorporates technology that maximizes efficiency and air flow dynamics. The scents last between 45 and 60 days and the simple functionality ensures the Solo is easy to use. Fragrance delivery is constant and ever-present.

Smart Scent Delivery
The specially designed centrifugal fan is driven by a certified Mabuchi motor. Coupled with intelligent programming, consistent fragrance intensity is ensured throughout the life of the refill cartridge.

Fragrance on the Move
You don’t have to mount the Solo on a wall. Because of the environmentally friendly dry refill, the Solo can be used anywhere and in any orientation. Use it on your desktop, shelving unit, window sill, side table or under a table! It can be moved freely from space to space. The solo stands alone as a tasteful, elegant solution for your small space, fragrancing needs.

*Fragrances up to 220 sq. ft. in minutes
DUAL

Are you tired of the same aroma everyday? Do you want to create your own fragrance blend? With the Dual, medium-sized spaces* never smelled so good.

Sleek, Modern, Effective
The Dual’s streamlined cylindrical design, achieves maximum aerodynamic efficiency. This coupled with the silent centrifugal fan, keeps the fragrance constant and ever-present. The scents last between 45 and 60 days and the simple functionality, ensures extreme ease of use.

Smart Scent Delivery
The specially designed centrifugal fan assembly are driven by certified Mabuchi motors. This coupled with intelligent programming, ensures consistent fragrance intensity throughout the life of the refill cartridges.

Perfect for any Environment
Because of the environmentally friendly dry refill, the Dual can be used anywhere. Mount the Dual on any wall or show it off in a more personal setting (reception desk, shelving unit, window ledge) by using the desktop stand. When set to Dual fan operation, a space of up to 600 sq. ft. can be fragranced. The installation and placement of the Dual is paramount to achieving maximum coverage.

Creativity Unleashed
You don’t have to smell the same fragrance all day. Just insert two different fragrance cartridges and the Dual will automatically rotate the fragrances according to the chosen setting. When both fans are running simultaneously the two selected fragrances will combine beautifully to deliver one unique, natural scent.

*Fragrances up to 600 sq. ft. in minutes
SOLO

DUAL
For large Spaces
This commercial fragrance diffuser has six refill ports and seven fan speeds offer the most affordable and effective solution for fragrancing large and challenging spaces. Mount the Stealth on the wall using the multidirectional wall mount (sold separately), or on the floor using the integrated flip stand which aids in directing the fragrance release towards the center of the space.

Scent Diffusion for Business
The Stealth, commercial fragrance diffuser, is your solution for large areas in: hotels; offices; condominiums; hospitals; nursing homes; long-term care facilities; locker rooms; large stadium restrooms and trash compactor rooms... In fact, it is your solution for any large space you can think of!

*Fragrances up to 3,500 sq. ft. in minutes
STEALTH

- Hotels
- Offices
- Condominiums
- Hospitals
- Nursing homes
- Long-term care facilities
- Locker rooms
- Large stadium restrooms
- Trash compactor rooms

hyscent.com
Our Fragrance Families

heritage   aspirational

Made in America

HYscent refill cartridges are made in the USA using APAT (Advanced Polymer Absorption Technology). Proprietary manufacturing techniques ensure the highest quality and consistency.

The intensity of the fragrance is reflective in the individual properties of the natural oils.

Fragrances can last up to 60 days according to user settings

heritage

Your ‘go-to’ collection of familiar and comforting scents featuring a broad range of classic favorites to suit any mood and refresh any space

- CITRUS HARVEST
- WARM VANILLA
- FRAGRANCE FREE (ODORAXE)
- COASTAL WINDS
- PACIFIC WAVES
- LAVENDER FIELDS

HYscent

Eliminate malodor safely with no added fragrance.
aspirational

A carefully curated collection of on-trend scents that inspire and indulge with sophistication, style and beauty
Fragrance Refill Cartridges

HYscent proprietary “time release” refills with Odoraxe, are made from a blend of medical grade polymers infused with pure fragrance and essential oils extracted from plants and flowers. The absence of propellants, harmful solvents and chemicals, make HYscent refills the “eco” solution for your fragrancing needs. HYscent Perfumers combine up to 50 fragrance ingredients to create a scent. We require that any fragrance materials our perfumers use meet the standards set by the Research Institute for Fragrance Materials (RIFM) and the International Fragrance Association (IFRA).

Odoraxe™ Malodor Counteractant

The Complex Egghead Explanation

• Fragrance malodor counteractants share common areas of receptor sites with many of the known malodor causing chemicals
• Our Perfumers have discovered ways of optimizing the concentration in the atmosphere of the malodor counteractants, which are then built into the fragrance to interact with the receptor proteins in the nose and render or neutralize them, thus making them unavailable to malodor detection
• No interaction means no signal generation and hence no perception by the sense of smell

The Simple Everyday Joe Explanation

• Odoraxe molecule interacts with malodor molecule in the air
• The malodor molecule distorts
• The malodor molecule no longer has the precise characteristics to interact with the receptor site

Conclusion
It’s clever and it works!

HYscent proprietary “time release” refills with Odoraxe, are made from a blend of medical grade polymers infused with pure fragrance and essential oils extracted from plants and flowers. The absence of propellants, harmful solvents and chemicals, make HYscent refills the “eco” solution for your fragrancing needs. HYscent Perfumers combine up to 50 fragrance ingredients to create a scent. We require that any fragrance materials our perfumers use meet the standards set by the Research Institute for Fragrance Materials (RIFM) and the International Fragrance Association (IFRA).

Visit our website
hyscent.com
HYscent enhances the environmental experience by providing innovative dispensing technology, delivering naturally beautiful fragrances for everyone.

Caring for our Environment and You

A typical HYscent fragrance could have as many as 50 different ingredients.
HYscent Perfumers combine fragrance ingredients to create a scent. They select from our approved palette of materials, which can include ingredients that are:

- Naturally occurring, meaning extracted from plants and flowers
- Nature-identical, meaning synthetic materials used to take the place of naturals where allergens within the naturals can cause serious human side effects. In addition, they are used to provide consistent quality and safety, but are made in a laboratory

Safety & Quality Assurance

For the HYscent fragrance ingredient palette, we require that any fragrance materials our perfumers use meet the Research Institute for Fragrance Materials (RIFM) and the International Fragrance Association (IFRA) standards. HYscent perfumers adhere to the standards set by the Research Institute for Fragrance Materials (RIFM), which has the most comprehensive database worldwide of safety evaluations for fragrance materials. It's an industry organization, and it uses an independent expert panel. Industry safety standards are maintained by IFRA, using data from RIFM. We require our fragrance suppliers to abide by IFRA's Code of Practice and its standards, which take into account numerous factors including chemical composition, variety of use, volume of use, usage concentration and more. The IFRA standards currently restrict the use of more than 170 substances due to their chemical profile.

Made in the USA
HYSO LLC, 746 Gotham Parkway, Carlstadt, NJ 07072  hyscent.com